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THERE IS A NEW
REP IN TOWN
As an important member of our representative network, Ray Lindsey
Company has been serving Western Missouri and Kansas for 20
years. We are pleased to announce the expansion of their territory
to include all of Missouri and Southern Illinois. Give them a call
anytime; they are your contact for our drinking water and wastewater
disinfection systems, including new equipment, parts and service.

www.trojanuv.com

(888) 973-9243
raylindsey.com
Eastern Missouri and Southern Illinois
Bob Starr
(314) 764-6714 | bstarr@raylindsey.com
Western Missouri and Kansas
Trent Ropp
(816) 839-6076 | tropp@raylindsey.com

YOUR PROCESS.
UNDER CONTROL.

A conventional activated sludge plant using Hach’s RTC-N to control nitrification. Area in green indicates total savings.

Why overtreat?
Simply set your process control limits and
let RTC do the rest.
Situation:
Over treating gets the job done and keeps your facility compliant, but it wastes money. Whether
you’re removing phosphorus, controlling nitrification or treating sludge, there is a more sustainable
way to manage your processes.

Action:
Using tools you already know, Hach’s Real-Time Control (RTC) Systems monitor and optimize your
process minute by minute, treating only what you need.

Results:
By treating only what you need your facility operates efficiently, meeting permit limits and reducing
operating costs.

To learn your savings potential with RTC, visit: hach.com/rtc

Phosphorus Removal | Nitrification Control | Sludge Treatment

Glass-lined tank contractors since 1954

920 W. Prairie Drive Ste. G, Sycamore, IL 60178
Ph: 815-899-5578 • Fx: 815-899-5681
www.cadyaquastore.com
daveh@cadyaquastore.com
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President’s Message

Scott Foley, President

An Amazing Year

T

his past year has been
very successful for the
Missouri Water Environment
Association (MWEA). Without
you, the membership, this organization
wouldn’t be able to do the things it
does. MWEA is a reflection of all of its
members, so THANK YOU! I would
like to take a moment to acknowledge
one member in particular, that member
is Jim McCleish. Jim has been an
amazing president this past year. In
addition, he is a friend and has served
as a mentor to me for the past couple
of years. Jim has served as treasurer
from 2001-2007, chair of Local
Arrangements, Teller, Audit, Program,
and just finished his term as MWEA
president. Individuals like Jim are what
the MWEA is all about. So, I would
like to thank Jim for all of his time and
effort he has given to make the MWEA
a success.
What a year we have had with
over 175 people attending the Fall
Technical Conference last November
in Columbia. This year’s Fall Technical
Conference will be held on November
3, 2016 at the Stoney Creek Inn in
Columbia. Please submit abstracts to
Rebecca Losli at rblosli@burnsmcd.
com. The 2016 MWEA/AWWA Annual
Conference was also a big success.
There were over 100 speakers, 874
attendees, and 144 exhibitors, which
sets a record for exhibitors. Thanks
to Jeff Clarke and Mickey Bernard for
creating additional space for vendors.
On top of those numbers, let’s not
forget the record $26,335 raised
for Water For People. Thank you
Ken Gambaro and Jeff Gratzer for
your hard work. This event is a team
effort, so I want to thank all of you
who helped organize, volunteered,
6
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presented or just attended this great
event. MWEA strives each year to
create the best environment where
water professionals can come
together to learn, network, and
renew friendships. For next year’s
annual conference, please submit
your abstracts to Bently Green at
greenb2@bv.com.
Numerous committees held
workshops throughout the state;
the Stormwater and Watershed
Management Committee hosted a
two-day Stormwater Conference
with great attendance and excellent
topics. The Laboratory, Collection,
and Small Flows each held one-day
workshops with great attendance.
Plant Manager Committee held oneday workshops at selected plants
throughout the state.
I would be remiss if I didn’t mention
the Young Professionals and
Students. The YPs continue to be
very active and meet monthly, and
in some cases bimonthly, across
the state. There are currently three
active Student Chapters (Mizzou,
MS&T, and Wash U). Students
are involved in various STEM
programs, stream cleanup, and
career enrichment and mentoring
programs within their campuses
and neighboring communities.
There are numerous ways that
MWEA provides opportunities for
you to learn and to explore new
processes and technologies within
our industry. I would like to strongly
encourage each of you to visit the
MWEA website www.mwea.org to
see upcoming events. While you are
at the website you will find contact
information for the executive board
members, committee chairs, and

other information regarding the
MWEA and WEF.
One of the exciting events that
the MWEA hosted last year was
a WEFMAX in Kansas City. There
were 67 individuals who attended
representing 18 different member
associations and WEF. Many thanks
goes out to Tom Ratzki, Cliff Cate,
and all of the volunteers that made
this event successful. A milestone
for the MWEA during this year will
be the hiring of a management
company. The executive board is
very excited about how this will
position our organization for the
future. One of many topics that
came out of last year’s WEFMAX in
Kansas City was the realization that
the majority of member associations
have some sort of full or part time
staff or management company which
helps them with their operation.
What does this means for you: this
will allow the MWEA to enhance the
current services and products that
are offered and to provide additional
resources to the membership which
will enhance your experience as a
member. The MWEA is constantly
looking for ways to improve its
services and products to the
membership and industry.
I am honored to be your president
for the upcoming year and I want
to encourage every member to
participate in some way to make the
MWEA the best organization it can
be. Sometimes, it may only be filling
out a survey or it may be joining a
committee. Whatever you chose, we
look forward to your involvement.
See you at the 2016 Fall Technical
Conference and at the 2017 Annual
Conference at Tan-Tar-A next March.
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EDEN BROTHERS
For more information, please
contact:

EDENBROS, LLC
PO Box 247
Saint James, MO 65559
Tel: 1-800-526-5246
Fax: 1-800-807-9368
E-Mail: info@edenbros.com
Web: www.edenbros.com







Leak Detection Surveys
Gas Injection
Camera Inspections
Utility Mapping
Cable Fault Finding
Equipment Repair

DUCT RODDERS & SONDES

COMPLETE RANGE OF SURVEY SERVICES & EQUIPMENT

GROUND RADAR (GPR)

INSPECTION CAMERAS

Call for a Free Demo !!!

PIPE & CABLE LOCATORS

WATER LEAK DETECTION

MWEA Remember When?

Conference Memory Lane
SNOW-MAGEDDON 2013
The spring snowstorm did not deter folks
from attending the AWWA/MWEA Joint
Conference held March 25-27 at Tan-Tar-A
Resort in the Lake of the Ozarks. Over 750
attendees and 115 companies braved the
weather and attended the conference.
There were many interesting travel
stories told by attendees over the weekend
about their drive down to the conference.
MWEA SHOOTING POOL AT THE
GREAT BEAR LOUNGE
By Bob Davis
One of my fondest memories of the MWEA
annual meeting at Tan-Tar-A are before
they remodeled when they had two pool
tables in the upstairs alcove of the bar at
the Great Bear Lounge. We used to have

some great matches late at night after
all the festivities. I remember shooting
with Rob Patton, Independence; Jerry
Vernon, Fluid Equipment; Bill O’Brien,
Little Blue Valley Sewer District; Mark
Swendrowski, JCI; and others. We
had some pretty good shooters and
tight competition.

KENNY ROGERS & DOLLY PARTON
MAKE AN APPEARANCE AT THE
JOINT CONFERENCE
By Becca Coyle
Well not really, it was the 2011
5S inductee ceremony and the
two inductees, Wayne Humes and
Tom Ratzki dressed up as Kenny
and Dolly and sang “Islands in the
Stream”. This was a classic MWEA
moment, Wayne in his Dolly wig
and Tom doing his best Kenny
impersonation. Good thing they went
into the wastewater business and
not singing. All photograph evidence
was destroyed.
Share your favorite MWEA
memories; send to Becca Coyle at
rjcoyle@stlmsd.com.

www.mwea.org
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JOINT ANNUAL MEETING

March 20-23, 2016

Osage Beach, MO

2016 JOINT ANNUAL MEETING REVIEW
Awards

Gary Beck, Samantha Markus, and Matt Auld gearing
up for the Water For People Golf Tournament

Jim Urfer, Rex Hudler, and Jim McCleish at
Opening Session

10

Jackie Jarrell, WEF Representative, at Conference Opening Session

Golden Manhole Winners

Plant of the Year Award – Small Facility: Rock Creek Public Sewer District

Operator of the Year Award – Small Facility:
Bryan Leighow

Plant of the Year Award – Small Facility: Rock Creek Public
Sewer District

Operator of the Year Award – Large Facility:
Bruce Hinkson
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Osage Beach, MO

March 20-23, 2016

JOINT ANNUAL MEETING

Young Professional of the Year: Molly Pesce

Industrial Water Quality Lifetime Achievement
Award: George Abbott

Student Activities Leaders with Rhoda Hall,
Student Activities Chairperson

Arthur Sidney Bedell Award: Tom Ratzki

5S Inductees: Mark Pearson and Terry Adams

Water For People Silent Auction – Cardinals
Suite Donated by Jacobs

An attentive audience
www.mwea.org
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JOINT ANNUAL MEETING

March 20-23, 2016

Osage Beach, MO

By Ken Gambaro

Fundraising Activities
A record was set for our fundraising this year, with a total of $26,335 raised. $15,751
will go to Water For People, and $5,292 each will go to the MWEA and MO-AWWA
Scholarship Funds.
Rex Hudler, our keynote speaker, helped us get the fundraising started by donating
a signed Alex Gordon jersey to the raffle and even buying some raffle tickets. He also
signed several balls and baseball cards for us. Mr. Hudler donated four tickets to a
Royals-Cardinals game (either in KC or STL) along with the opportunity for two people to
be in the Fox Sports booth for three innings. The jersey was won by a Cardinals fan, who
later donated it back for the oral auction. Mr. Hudler’s donations raised $2,275 directly,
and helped to sell raffle tickets at the breakfast.
With Rex having ties to both the Cardinals and the Royals, we had two baskets
available for raffle at the opening session. One was Cardinals-themed, and the other
Royals-themed, both complete with 4 tickets to a Cardinals-Royals game, along with
other city themed items and a signed Rex Hudler baseball and card in a display case.
The winner chose the Cardinals basket, with the Royals basket going to the oral auction.
We had a great day for golf: 65 golfers enjoyed a somewhat cool day on the links
Sunday afternoon. An excellent lunch was provided by Vandevanter Engineering.
Nineteen hole sponsors supported our fundraising efforts. Nine teams won prizes in A,
B and C flights. The overall “A” Flight winner was the team of Dan Hufker, Tony Grant,
Frank Kessler and Neil Meredith. Thanks to Jeff Gratzer, Dan Hufker and Diane Fink for
organizing the event.
The Basket Raffles proved to again be popular. This year, we had tools, a shotgun gift
card, Cardinals tickets and memorabilia, Royals tickets, Tan-Tar-A weekend, a cooler with
booze, and the most unique item we have had for quite some time, a full size meat saw.
Once again, Joe Beffa organized the Texas Hold-Em tournament. Crawford, Murphy
& Tilly; and Garney Construction sponsored the event.
At the oral auction, Jacobs surprised everyone by donating a second Cardinals Suite
as the bidding closed, so there were two winning bidders, each donating $2,500.
A breakdown of the various functions and the amounts raised is found below:

Golf Tournament
Opening Session Raffle
Monday Silent Auction
Texas Hold-Em Tournament
Tuesday Silent Auction
Basket Raffles
Tuesday Banquet Oral Auction
Donations
Totals

12
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People
$3,521
$1,442
$909
$560
$1,099
$2,949
$4,500
$771
$15,751
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Fundraising Sponsors
(Golf Hole unless otherwise noted):

ADS Environmental Services
Black & Veatch
Burns & McDonnell
Cochran
Crawford, Murphy & Tilly –
Texas Hold-Em Sponsor
DN Tanks
Forterra
Garney Construction –
Texas Hold-Em Sponsor
GBA Architects Engineers
Gonzalez Companies
Gresham Smith and Partners
HDR, Inc.
Horner & Shifrin

2016 MWEA/AWWA Annual Meeting
Fundraiser Summary
Description

Thank you to all who volunteered
to help out at the booth, who
donated items for the auctions,
who purchased items or raffle
tickets, and who participated in
or sponsored our events. Water
For People and our scholarship
recipients thank you very much.

Hydrokinetics
MWEA
MO-AWWA
Scholarship Scholarship
$1,760
$0
$453
$280
$549
$0
$2,250
$0
$5,292

$1,760
$0
$453
$280
$549
$0
$2,250
$0
$5,292

Total
Raised
$7,041
$1,442
$1,815
$1,120
$2,197
$2,949
$9,000
$771
$26,335

Inovatia Laboratories
Jacobs
Municipal Equipment
Olsonn Associates
RJN Group
Tetratech
Vandevanter Engineering –
Golf Lunch Sponsor
Whiting-Turner

Osage Beach, MO

March 20-23, 2016

JOINT ANNUAL MEETING

Layton Scholarship Recipient
Jessica Cochran
Jessica is currently pursuing a Master of Science
degree in Civil and Environmental Engineering at
the University of Missouri (Mizzou).
She currently serves as the MWEA Student
Chapter President at Mizzou and is the current
Secretary of Mizzou’s Engineers Without
Borders Chapter. She is a mentee member
of Griffiths Leadership Society for Women,
an active member of the Society for Women
Engineers, and volunteers at the Women in
Engineering Center. In addition to these, she
works with STEM Programs and volunteers
with the Peace Corps.
When asked about leadership positions
held, Jessica stated:
“I’m involved because applying skills
outside the classroom is important for not
only reinforcing technical skills, but also for
continuous personal growth and development.
I enjoy supporting and being plugged into
communities (or clubs) with the same values.”

“I enjoy supporting and being plugged into
communities (or clubs) with the same values.”

2016 Golf Tournament
This year’s golf outing at the MWEA/AWWA Annual Meeting included about 65
golfers and 19 hole sponsors. It was a little bit of a chilly morning, but the sun
occasionally showed itself, and overall the tournament raised about $6,300 for
Water For People as well as the scholarship funds for both organizations. The
winners from this Year’s MWEA/AWWA Golf Tournament are shown as follows:
A FLIGHT
1st Place
Dan Hufker
Tony Grant
Frank Kessler
Neil Meredith

B FLIGHT
1st Place
Andy Sauer
Cliff Cate
Bob Davis
Jeff Shook

C FLIGHT
1st Place
Jim Coll
Mike McCarty
Tony Russo
Jeff Kaestner

2nd Place
Jim Hopkins
JR Peterson
Jim Martin
Ken Ressler

2nd Place
Rebecca Losli
Keith Arbuckle
Dave Banks
Sean Hadley

2nd Place
Chris Burns
Suzie Carpenter
Todd Archer
Zach Matteo

3rd Place
Joe Richardson
Bob Hembrock
Tom Inman
Ed Pyatt

3rd Place
Mike Hanchey
James Okumu
Kem Reed
James Marshall

3rd Place
David Hoover
Kevin Waddell
Kelley Reeves

www.mwea.org
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A Summary of the
2012 Clean Watersheds Needs Survey
By Phil Walsack, Missouri Public Utility Alliance, Manager of Environmental Services

In mid-January 2016, USEPA submitted its 2012 Clean
Watersheds Needs Survey Report to Congress. The survey is
a comprehensive analysis of capital investments necessary to
meet the nation’s wastewater treatment plant and collection
system needs. The survey documents the nation’s needs at
$271 billion as of January 2012.
Capital needs for publicly owned assets are: wastewater
treatment facilities and collection system piping ($198 billion);
combined sewer overflow correction ($48 billion); stormwater
management ($19 billion); and recycled water treatment/
distribution ($6 billion).
Importantly, USEPA’s goal was to collect needs for a
20-year timeframe, but the 50 states and territories do not have
documentation that demonstrates infrastructure needs that far into
the future. As a result, nearly all needs included in the 2012 survey
fall into a five-year time window (from 2012-2017). With its laterthan-expected release date, the survey functionally documents
past expenditures rather than future and planned needs.
The 2012 survey was required to be submitted to Congress
in July of 2014. As our membership may recall, MWEA’s
Phil Walsack pressed USEPA in March 2015 in Washington, D.C.
for an explanation about the survey’s delayed release.
USEPA Deputy Assistance Administrator for Water, Mr. Ken
Kopocis (now retired), stated that USEPA “was disappointed
that the survey was being held up in the Office of Management
and Budget.”
14
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Surveyed needs are those unfunded capital project costs
that address a water quality-related public health problem
existing as of January 2012 (or expected expenditures
that could be projected over the next 20 years). Critically,
this survey reports on “documented needs” rather than
“real needs.” In order to be included in the survey, the
infrastructure need had to include: (1) a description and
location of a water quality-related public health problem,
(2) a site-specific solution to the problem, and (3) detailed
cost information to implement the solution. The detailed cost
information is, and has always been, the most difficult data to
obtain and quantify.
U.S. Need
The total documented needs in the country decreased
from $338 billion in 2008 to $271 billion in 2012 (in
constant January 2012 dollars) for a total decrease of
$67 billion, or 20%. The needs changed for a variety of
reasons; they include: the actual changes in needs, the
availability of documentation, and the ability of the state’s
regulatory agencies to fund and staff the data collection
and entry efforts.
States most commonly indicated the following reasons
for the decreases in their documented needs: the reported
engineering documents had shorter implementation
schedules and/or lower-cost projects due to limited municipal

USEPA believes that if the needs in the survey are met by 2032,
the total number of wastewater treatment facilities will decrease by
1,303 nation-wide as facilities consolidate. USEPA projects that a
total of 15,280 wastewater treatment facilities will serve a future
population of 294.9 million people, or 79% of the U.S. population.
budgets, completion of major projects, difficulty obtaining
documentation, and state-level decisions to reduce level
of effort to document needs due to other priorities and/or
staff reductions.
States most commonly cited the following reasons
to explain an increase in their documented needs: more
protective water quality standards and enforcement actions
and aging collection systems that require rehabilitation and
replacement. Some states increased their staff-level effort to
complete the data collection for the 2012 survey.
The 2012 survey contains several new features. First, it
has an inter-active GIS-based map that shows the facilities
that were included in the survey in the entire country. With a
click of the mouse, one can see a detailed work sheet for the
facilities that submitted data (i.e., needs). Importantly, one
can also see which facilities did not submit qualifying data (or
believed that they have no 20-year needs).
Second, the 2012 survey contains a computation of
non-discharging facilities (most commonly called “spray
irrigation” in this survey). In Missouri, we typically call
these land application systems or no discharge systems.
The survey reported that there are currently 2,281 nondischarging facilities in the U.S. USEPA projects that there
will be an additional 180 non-discharging facilities by 2023.
This low value runs counter-current to Missouri’s and
USEPA’s stated desire to employ this treatment technique in
much greater numbers.
The most disappointing feature of the 2012 survey was
the fact that small systems were only briefly discussed and
there are no separate data sheets illuminating small systems’
needs. In USEPA’s opinion, small systems are those with less
than 10,000 people. Missouri has 563 smaller municipalities
that own or operate a wastewater system (i.e., that charge
for sewer service). The survey stated that there are $32.9
billion in small community needs (12% of the national total).
Nation-wide secondary and advanced treatment needs in
smaller communities accounted for $13.8 billion, while only
$6.6 billion was stated as the inflow and infiltration (I/I) need
for smaller communities. Under-estimation of I/I needs in
smaller communities continues to be the Achilles heel of this
national needs survey.

Unlike the Drinking Water Needs Survey, the Clean
Watershed Needs Survey is not used to determine State
Revolving Loan Fund allocations from the federal government
every four-year funding cycle. The funding percentage for
wastewater needs are a set value for each state. For Missouri,
the value is 2.8%. The states that “prove their need” should
get more money from the federal government to fund their
respective State Revolving Loan Funds, but they do not.
This fact is viewed by many industry professionals as the
fatal flaw in the Clean Watershed Needs Survey. There is
very little incentive (especially in terms of increased funding
allocations) to perform a robust survey. Congress recognized
this fact almost three years ago. Congress passed the Water
Resources and Development Act on June 10, 2014, and
required USEPA to conduct a review of the allotment formula.
This review was due to Congress in December 2015. No
record of this completed submittal can be found.
The survey only specifically documented needs in
smaller systems for the states of: New York ($2.4 billion);
Pennsylvania ($2.1 billion); Kentucky ($2.0 billion); Texas
($1.6 billion); and Alabama ($1.6 billion). This small sampling
continues to disappoint Midwesterners as we have a
proliferation of small systems.
USEPA believes that if the needs in the survey are met
by 2032, the total number of wastewater treatment facilities
will decrease by 1,303 nation-wide as facilities consolidate.
USEPA projects that a total of 15,280 wastewater treatment
facilities will serve a future population of 294.9 million people,
or 79% of the U.S. population.
Missouri’s Documented Need
Missouri reported a need of $9.594 billion. Nationally,
Missouri ranks seventh in overall wastewater need. As
was the case in the 2008 survey, Missouri ranks first (i.e.,
“most needy”) in inflow/infiltration (I/I) correction. Missouri’s
need tops the scale in this category at $1.146 billion. The
second neediest state, and a distant second, is Virginia at
$774 million. The good news is that Missouri’s I/I correction
documented need has been decreasing rather than growing.
Between the 2008 and 2012 surveys, Missouri’s need has
dropped $229 million for I/I correction.
www.mwea.org
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When I/I correction is coupled with the need to up-size
wastewater collection systems (called Category III in the Survey)
the dollar value is $1.493 billion. As previously pointed out, the
Category III value largely represents needs of major cities. For
Missouri, the five urban areas of Jefferson City, Kansas City,
St. Joseph, St. Louis, and Springfield account for $1.206 billion
of the stated need. This leaves just $287 million in documented
need for the remainder of the state.
The $287 million in needs are documented by just 71
communities. Missouri has 747 municipally owned and permitted
facilities detailed in the survey. When all 13 facilities (those with
have NPDES Permits) located in the five major urban areas listed
above are deducted from the tally, 734 facilities remain. This
means that only 9.7% of Missouri’s municipally permitted facilities
(accounting for the deduction of the five urban areas) are covered
by the survey. Thus, the survey’s Category III: Conveyance
System Repair documented needs undoubtedly covers only a
small fraction of Missouri real needs. It is conceivable that the real
needs in this category could amount to an additional $1.3 to $3.1
billion from 2018 to 2023. This is based upon the Missouri Public
Utility Alliance’s estimate of wastewater collection system piping
in Missouri and the cost of rehabilitation expressed in Bypass
Elimination plans submitted by various engineering firms to the
state regulatory agency.
Overall, Missouri’s documented needs increased by 47%.
This is a tribute to the Department of Natural Resources
(MoDNR). Remember, this survey quantifies documented needs.
Four MoDNR staff members, led by Doug Garrett (MoDNR’s

retired Deputy Director of the Financial Assistance Center)
gathered information for Missouri’s wastewater infrastructure
needs for the 2012 survey.
If there is a future federal Clean Watersheds Needs Survey (it
looks doubtful that Congress will demand one), Missouri could
expect a dramatic rise in capital improvement cost for advanced
wastewater treatment. Costs for ammonia reduction (for the
protection of fish) and disinfection alone are projected to range
between $221 and $669 million (2012 dollars). These costs
relate to changes in the state’s water quality standards that
occurred late in 2012 and were not included in the 2012 federal
survey. More generally, the costs of capital improvements
for municipal wastewater treatment and collection systems
are expected to increase dramatically over the next decade.
Importantly for Missouri, each NPDES Permit is now required
to contain an affordability analysis. This ensures that each
municipality can gauge the upcoming costs.
Combing through the survey, it is very clear to see which
states brushed off the federal paperwork and which states
chose to give the survey a concerted effort. When certain states
choose to give the program a weak effort, it serves to diminish
the validity and usefulness of the survey. Finally, the fact that
this survey does not change the State Revolving Loan Fund
allocation for the states is a real problem. The under-selling of
the “real needs” of municipal wastewater facilities in the U.S.
contributes deeply to the lack of effort many states put forth. It
is clear that our elected officials, and ultimately the rate-payers,
have reason to distrust the federal costs assertions.

Wet Well Mounted Pump Stations

Represented in Western MO by:
Ray Lindsey Company
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The Importance of

PROFESSIONAL SOCIETIES
What is the difference between a job and a career? A job is a means
of selling hours of your life in order to finance the hours you have
remaining. An exchange of service for cash. A career is similar to
a job with the added element of personal growth. I define personal
growth to mean you have a vested interest in your long-term plan and
activities during the work day. In other words, you care about it. You
care about the quality of your work. You care about your accuracy,
productivity, effectiveness, etc. You want to be your best self at
work. If you have a career, then you can use professional societies to
improve your technical skills, practice your social (or soft) skills, and
navigate the jungle gym of employment opportunities.
To care about your career, is to want to do it better. Improving
technical skills increases your value to both your employer and
you. By learning about the latest technologies, brushing up on
calculations that you haven’t used lately, or learning new and better
ways of accomplishing the work you already do, you make yourself
indispensable at work. This aspect of personal growth can be
accomplished in several different fashions. Simply asking yourself,
“Is there a better way to do this?” can encourage you to be more proactive about your workload. However, you often don’t know what you
don’t know. Attending technical presentations can expose you to new
ideas. Whether or not you adopt them, is up to you. Taking advantage
of training offered for software or other tools in your workplace keeps
your skills sharp. Professional societies offer a variety of training
options (see links below) which allow you to increase your value.
Skills that are often neglected are commonly called social skills
or soft skills. I began attending MWEA annual conferences while
I was still in college. My advice to newcomers to a conference is
to always visit the vendor booths. Don’t just walk past them; stop
and talk to people behind the booth. It’s very awkward to strike up
a conversation with someone you don’t know. Personal growth
means accepting that you might fail often before you become
proficient. However, I have found the vendors to be very forgiving
and happy to speak with you. It’s like a series of mini interviews.
You learn about what they offer, but you also learn how to be a
better short-term communicator.
Finally, professional societies tie into the age-old adage, “It’s
not what you know, it’s who you know.” Professional societies are
great places to meet people who work in your field. You can find out
what other careers are like in your chosen field. You could connect
to people who are in the public side of engineering as compared
to your experience in the private side. Plant managers can get
opinions on how to deal with the new regulations from other plant
managers who have been there before. Unhappy consultants can
find an office that’s a better fit for them. Most importantly, we make
connections, sometimes, even friends. If you take full advantage of
your professional society, it will help you in your career to be the best
you can be.
http://mwea.org/calendar.html
http://www.wef.org/webcasts/
http://knowledgecenter.wef.org/home
http://www.wef.org/SkillsBuilder/
http://www.wef.org/OnlineEducation/page.aspx?id=1014

By Samantha Weidenbenner

Samantha Weidenbenner has been working for M3 Engineering
Group out of St. Louis, Missouri for almost four years and has
been a member of the Missouri Water Environment Association
for even longer. She is one of several co-chairs for Young
Professional (YP) activities across the state.
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Value of Water Coalition National Poll
New poll finds 95% of Americans want public officials to invest in water systems,
60% are willing to pay more for secure water service
The Value of Water Coalition released the results of a new national
poll on public attitudes and concerns about water. The Water
Environment Federation (WEF), along with 30 other public and
private water agencies, business and community leaders, and
national organizations, is a member of this national coalition
that has come together to advance positive solutions to America’s
pressing water challenges.
Conducted in January 2016, the survey found that Americans
are deeply concerned with the state of water infrastructure and are
willing to support efforts to invest and modernize these systems to
ensure and maintain reliable water and wastewater services.
“It’s clear that a dialogue is needed on appropriate policy
steps to guarantee a sustainable and strong local-state-federal
partnership to address America’s enormous water infrastructure
challenges,” said WEF Executive Director Eileen O’Neill. “Everyone
uses water so its management is really a shared responsibility.
We are greatly encouraged by the poll results, which shows an
increased public recognition of how essential it is to have clean
water and safe, reliable infrastructure and the importance of
everyone doing their part.”
Respondents were initially evenly split (47/47) with their
willingness to personally spend more on their water bills for
increased investment in water systems. Once poll respondents
received additional information about water issues, there was a
13 percent increase to 60 percent of Americans in favor of paying
more to invest in water infrastructure.
The Flint, Michigan water contamination was also a
consideration as 95 percent of respondents said it was important
or very important for public officials to invest in water systems so
other communities wouldn’t face a similar situation.
“This is a critical time and important opportunity to have a
conversation across the country about the importance of investing
in our water systems. Being able to drink water straight from the
tap and knowing that wastewater is safely and responsibly treated
are top concerns for Americans. As a nation, we must prioritize
investment in our water systems – to maintain high-quality water
service today and for future generations,” said Radhika Fox, director
of the Value of Water Coalition and CEO of the US Water Alliance.

About the poll: American Viewpoints and Hart Research
conducted this national poll via phone of 1,000 adults across the
country in January 2016. The margin of error is +/- 3.1 percent at
95 percent confidence, and fifty percent of the interviewees had a
cell phone.

Odors and Air Pollutants 2016
Environmental professionals from around the world gathered in
Milwaukee (Wisc.) for Odors and Air Pollutants 2016. Hosted by
the Water Environment Federation (WEF), in cooperation with the
Central States Water Environment Association, the conference
was held at the Wisconsin Center/Hilton Hotel, March 21-24.
The Odors and Air Pollutants conference provides the latest
education and resources related to odor issues, regulatory
requirements, and methods for analyzing problems and finding
solutions. Technical program session topics included: odor
18
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dispersion modeling; corrosion; odor management, monitoring,
and performance; biological odor control; collection system odor
control; innovative technologies; and more.
In addition, conference attendees and/or Water Environment
Research Foundation (WERF) subscribers could also register for a
special LIFT Knowledge Development Forum. Presented by WEF
and WERF, the co-located event examined better methodologies
for the technical evaluation of odor reduction products for efficacy
and performance optimization.

MWEA Operator Corner

Dennis Ottman, Northeast Public Sewer District

O

perators wear many hats, and that goes for Dennis
Ottman at Northeast Public Sewer District. Dennis
has worked for the District for 32 years and holds a
class “A” Wastewater Operators License. Dennis is
currently in the position of Pretreatment Coordinator.
From laboratory analysis to cleaning out unmentionable debris
from tanks and piping, the operator’s job is never done. When
Dennis was asked what he liked best about being an operator,
he said “Over the years I have operated all types of wastewater
treatment plants, and now looking back and knowing that I have
been on the forefront of the water conservation movement has
given me pride in the job that I have done.”
Dennis has encountered many challenges during his career in
the wastewater plant. Once when he was collecting samples from
a lagoon wearing hip waders his waders got stuck in the sludge.
Dennis was rescued from his waders by fellow co-workers using
a backhoe.

PITTSBURG
TANK & TOWER
MAINTENANCE CO., INC.
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Dry
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Dennis stated he is amazed
how technology has changed
throughout his career. We are
treating the same old waste that
was here back when I started but
with a lot of new processes and
automation.
Dennis says he enjoys giving
tours to local schools and youth
groups and how these kids have
taken an interest in how the
wastewater is treated and how
much cleaner the effluent is versus
the influent sewage.
Keep up the great work,
Dennis! MWEA wants to thank you
for your 32 years in the industry.
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PIGGYBACK CONTRACTS FOR

MUNICIPAL SEWER REHAB
Cities in the State of Missouri have a tremendous need for
sewer evaluation and rehabilitation work. Records indicate
that Missouri may in fact have the greatest need for I/I control
of any state in the Union. The amount of work currently being
bid and otherwise developed in-state to address this need is
staggering. In a bit of serendipity, the State of Missouri has
already provided a mechanism for its municipalities (and other
state agencies and entities) to secure and do this work with a
minimum of effort.
The “mechanism” is the state’s so called “piggyback” law,
also known as a “cooperative procurement agreement” law.
Under various purchasing provisions in the Missouri Code
(Section 40, 70, et al), a municipality or other political entity
can utilize a contract that is publically bid by another city for its
own purposes (ride the back of another town and benefit from
their efforts). The intent is for larger cities with sophisticated
engineering, bidding, and purchasing processes in place, to
help smaller cities with their projects. Cities then benefit from
the resulting lower prices that result due to the economies
of scale through these ready-made contracts. The process
works like this: City A publishes a bid for cured-in-place-pipe
20
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(CIPP). This bid follows the normal procedures of engineering
design, qualifications of bidders and products, time/date
sealed bid instructions, etc. In the bid packet, City A includes
a form that says the successful low bidder agrees, per the
corresponding Missouri Code citations, (or disagrees, at the
contractor’s option) to provide these services at the bid price
to other qualifying municipalities under a cooperative buying
agreement. If the successful low bidder agreed at the time it
submitted its bid to City A, that same contractor now has a
“piggyback” contract that it can offer to other cities. Pricing is
already set, engineering is already done, and the specifications
and other stipulations are already in place based on City A’s
original contract. It’s also important to note that the piggyback
provisions generate no additional costs or obligations to the
original owner/issuer of a contract, e.g., City A. It’s simply
a service they have performed for their fellow municipalities
(state agencies, utility districts, and other political subdivisions
also qualify for this contract). Finally, and very importantly to
the successful contractor and the subsequent cities wanting
to use their contract, no further public bidding process is
required after the original contract is awarded.

Many municipalities in Missouri routinely include piggyback
options in their contracts. Springfield, Arnold, Independence,
Carthage Water & Electric Plant, and Monett have all publically
bid contracts with this provision included. Skip Schaller, General
Manager of Utilities with the City of Monett, says:
“The piggyback concept works really well for a smaller town
like Monett. We chose to add the piggyback option onto our
contract to make the project more appealing to contractors.
Our thought was if enough communities used this contract,
contractors would be more interested in it and bid it making a
good competitive bid. We have been happy how the contract
has worked and it has allowed many smaller municipalities the
opportunity to share in the benefits this contract offers.”
Monett’s contract, a multi-year agreement with multiple sewer
rehab services included, is held by Visu-Sewer of Missouri LLC.
Visu-Sewer has done Monett’s work per the plans and specs of
the original contract, and also done several other sewer rehab
jobs in state for towns (larger and smaller than Monett) using
Monett’s pricing and engineering guidelines. The design engineer
for Monett’s project and contract is Andrew Eckhart of Anderson
Engineering in Monett.
It should be noted that this is just one example of an active
piggyback contract. Companies like Ace Pipe Cleaning and
Insituform also hold or have held valid piggyback contracts
in Missouri. Finally, a caveat: to use piggyback pricing, a
municipality must provide its own internal funding (budget
monies, bond issues, etc.). If state or federal loans and/or grants
are involved, piggyback contract provisions do not apply.
Phil Walsack, Manager of Environmental Services for the

Missouri Public Utility Alliance is sold on piggyback contracts and
how they help his member cities. Phil said recently:
“Missouri municipalities are facing a tremendous backlog of
sewer projects that need to be undertaken. Piggy-back contracts
allow our members to concentration on [projects], rather than on
designing specifications. Plus, our members can do a better job
budgeting for their projects when the piggyback prices are set for a
given period of time.”
If your city is looking to do a rehab project with a minimum of
effort, or if time constraints have trimmed your window of opportunity
to get a project done within a budget year, a piggyback contract(s)
may be a great option for your town. For more information on
piggyback laws and how they apply to sewer rehab in Missouri,
contact MOWEA member Phil Walsack at pwalsack@mpua.org.
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MWEA Plant Manager’s Committee:

An Enduring Network
Sometime back in approximately 2001, Bob Davis and I served
together on the Plant Manager’s Committee. The mission of
the Plant Manager’s Committee included conducting an annual
workshop with presentations relevant to plant management. We
also maintained a directory of plant managers.
Over the years since, I have had the privilege of serving as
Co-Chair of the Plant Manager’s Committee with Jeff Shook of
Little Blue Valley Sewer District (LBVSD) and Todd Fulton with
the City of Cape Girardeau. We noticed when folks came to the
workshops it seemed to us there just wasn’t enough time to
network and share experiences in the lecture format of a seminal.
The information in the presentations was useful, but we felt we
could be doing more to create a community and expand the
networking potential in this group.
Plant Manager’s Directory: As a committee we had a
resource to start the ball rolling towards creating a network of plant
managers. It included a printout of every municipal wastewater
facility in the State obtained from the Missouri Department of
Natural Resources (MoDNR). This information was compiled into
a database whose content included unit processes and phone
numbers, but no names. It became our mission to populate this list
with the names of serving plant managers, e-mail addresses and
phone numbers. This involved a lot of website surfing and telephone
calls. We finally arrived at a directory of plant managers organized
by the following regions: Kansas City, St. Louis, NE, SW and SE.
22
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By Mark Pearson, Co-Chair

Meetings: With the directory in hand, we started contacting
plant managers and inviting them to networking meetings over a
meal. After several attempts at dinner meetings at a restaurant, it
was suggested by the attendees we try lunch meetings. Starting
in Kansas City and St. Louis regions, we were able to get a group
of 8-20 folks to join in on a noontime networking lunch. As time
went on, it was suggested from the group we consider adding
plant tours. This combination of networking lunch and plant tour
began to be the model we could take to other regions of the
state. Soon, we had plant managers offering their plants for tours
and traveling to attend events in their regions.
Networking Lunches & Plant Tours: The PM Committee
has been successful in arranging three to four events in all five
regions of the state for several years. Everyone has stated their
appreciation for having these events and being able to visit with
other plant managers face to face.
Plant Manager’s Google Group: Along the way, a local
plant manager in Belton, MO suggested we start a google
group for plant managers. He volunteered to set this up. Before
long, participants used this platform to pose questions to their
colleagues and receive responses. One of the latest queries
included folks sharing their thoughts on participating with MoDNR
in voluntary nutrient testing. This type of interaction is central to
the mission of the committee. We appreciate this grass-roots
effort to connect among plant managers.

Plant Manager Experience Forums: To enhance
participation in Annual Conferences and the Fall Tech
Conferences for MWEA, the Plant Manager’s Committee
organized several Plant Manager Experience Forums at these
venues. Plant managers were recruited and/or volunteered to
present their experiences on a given subject. In 2012 we held
a Solids Handling Experience Forum. In 2013, we held a
Disinfection Experience Forum. And in 2014 we organized an
Odor Control Experience Forum and an Ammonia Removal
Experience Forum. These events have been well attended and
the experiences shared were helpful and insightful. Plans for
future experience forums include subjects like nutrient removal
and lagoon based treatment.
Co Sponsoring Events: Both Young Professionals
and Student Affairs groups have asked to co-sponsor or
attend events when proximity and/or interests facilitate
attendance. A student group recently attended a Plant
Manager’s tour in Springfield, MO and we have had Young
Professionals join in some of our St Louis events. There also
may also be the possibility of co-sponsoring events with the
Plant Operators Committee.
Training Credits: In the past, the Plant Manager’s
Committee did not offer training credit at plant tours. MoDNR
said a tour would be eligible if it was part of some other training.
This year, we hope to introduce some opportunities for training in
addition to demonstrations of unit processes in the field.
Schedule for 2016: Please consider placing some of these
events on your calendar for 2016:

Kansas City Region:
Liberty

22-Apr-16

LBVSD Atherton WWTP

17-Jun-16

St Joseph

12-Aug-16

Warrensburg

1-Sep-16

St Louis Region:
St Peters

5-Aug-16

Ofallon MSD

TBD

DCSD, Treatment Plant #2 St. Charles

16-Sep-16

Sullivan WWTP

10-Jun-16

NE Region:
Moberly East WWTP

30-Sep-16

Chillicothe WWTP

TBD

Columbia

3-Aug-16

SW Region:
Joplin Turkey Creek

TBD

Branson WWTP

TBD

Springfield

20-May-16

SE Region:
Cape Girardeau

22-Jul-16

Jackson

23-Jun-16

Poplar Bluff

TBD

These are networking opportunities; we invite you to attend and bring someone with you.

Helping
communities
tap into water’s
potential

Design with community in mind
stantec.com
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On and Off

By Mónica de Gracia, Randall Marx, and Rafael García

The alternate cycling process can be a
cost-effective way to reach nutrient removal goals
One of the current concerns in the field of wastewater treatment is
how to meet new effluent nitrogen limits in a cost-effective manner.
The application of oxic and anoxic cycles in a wastewater treatment
bioreactor is one effective way.
An on/off strategy applied to aeration makes it possible to
maintain nitrification and denitrification in a single aeration reactor.
Reducing the time of oxygenation to include anoxic periods, and the
possible need to increase solids to provide a longer retention time for
autotrophic bacteria, lead to high oxygen-transfer rates in the reactor.
Using high-purity oxygen (HPO) enables an oxygen transfer
rate increase of up to five times greater than the air-based systems’
maximum. And using mechanical oxygen injection avoids the
reduction of the alpha factor when higher solids concentrations must
be maintained in the process, thus maintaining the highest efficiency.
With HPO, the biological process becomes a compact and powerful
solution for high-strength industrial wastewater treatment.
This strategy of operating with alternating cycles (AC) was
tested at a full-scale industrial facility. The AC process has been
optimized to obtain the required effluent limits at minimal operation
costs. An online sensor for NH4-N and NO3-N has been installed
at the full-scale facility to monitor performance. Model-based
simulation tools were used to design the required cyclic pattern and
evaluate an automatic control loop that has also been applied in the
real facility and successfully validated.

Truck-cleaning facility description
The full-scale water resource recovery facility (WRRF), which
treats wastewater resulting from truck cleaning, consists of a
membrane bioreactor (MBR) aerated with HPO. Oxygenation is

“An on/off strategy
applied to aeration
makes it possible to
maintain nitrification
and denitrification in a
single aeration reactor.”
carried out using a mechanically agitated contacting system
called the In-Situ Oxygenation (I-SO™ aerator) developed
by Praxair, Inc. (Danbury, Conn.). The plant treats 50 to 100
m3/d of flow intermittently in a 500-m3 volume reactor. Tubular
ceramic membranes with 300 kD of membrane pore size are
used for solids separation (see Figure 1). An equalization tank
stores the effluent and feeds the MBR for about 10 hours on
working days. Considering both the heterogeneous origins
of the wastewater and the discontinuous feeding pattern, the
biological model has a highly variable inflow.
The wastewater characteristics depend on the number
of trucks to be cleaned and the goods they transport. The
facility will use an oxic/anoxic cycling strategy at intervals of
160 minutes on, 45 minutes off. Only the NH4-N content of the
effluent was tracked.

Figure 1. The biological reactor with the mechanical HPO injection aeration tank (left), equalization tank (center) and the membrane system (right).
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Figure 2. Influent characteristics and reactor solids states

Figure 3. Online measurements compared to lab measurements and OUR estimates

A remote monitoring tool, AqScan, recorded and displayed
all the online measurements generated by the multiple probes
(measuring dissolved oxygen [DO], pH, redox, NH4-N, NO3-N,
temperature, and flow) and actuators. In addition, AqScan
automatically estimates the oxygen uptake rate (OUR), oxygen
transfer coefficient (KLa), and oxygen transfer efficiency.
A mathematical biological model-based simulator was
developed using the WEST® modeling platform. The biological
model is a modified ASM1 model extended to include inorganic
particulate compounds and temperature variation prediction, which
is crucial for industrial compact treatment solutions. The model
would help aid design enhancements to the existing basic DO
control scheme to incorporate other process variables such as
NH4-N and NO3 -N concentrations and the inflow rate.

Promising results
Figure 2 shows the influent characteristics and the reactor’s
mixed liquor total and volatile suspended solids measured during
the study. The results suggested reducing mixed liquor total
suspended solids in the bioreactor to around 6000 mg/L.
The first 2 months were dedicated to trial runs at the plant to
observe the immediate response of the process to a variation in
critical process parameters. By the third month, the automatic

Figure 4. Nitrogen after 3 days of intermittent oxygenation

control strategy designed was applied and was maintained
until the end.
The effect of the cyclic operating strategy was clear.
Online OUR estimations indicated that OUR is maintained at
120–140 g/m3•d throughout both the oxic and anoxic phases.
The oxygen demand in the anoxic phase is ostensibly met by
denitrification of nitrates.
Figure 3 shows the system’s response during the
study period.
Figure 4 shows this effect in detail (during 3 days
of operation).
The table summarizes the different operational strategies
applied to the full-scale plant.
www.mwea.org
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Period

Days

Goal

Oxic/anoxic cycle (min)

Results

1

0–15

Reduce NH4-N

120/60

Goal reached, but NO3-N increased

2

15–35

Reduce NH4-N and NO3-N

90/60

Both NH4-N and NO3-N removed
efficiently

3

35–60

Trials

Variable

Different observations prior to control
strategy application

4

60–70

Reduce oxic periods

60/60
Increase DO level

No clear conclusions due to inflow
variability. To be analyzed in pilot plant.

5

70–125

Improve efficiency, apply first
automatic control loop

Feeding

Good performance in terms of effluent
quality and oxygen consumption

6

125–150

Improve NH4-N oxidation

Increase oxic cycles for no
feeding periods

No improvement in NH4-N

Table. Summary of the results at the full-scale facility

The HPO-MBR process was retrofitted for nitrogen removal using
the oxic/anoxic cycles in the same compact reactor, providing
more efficient nitrogen removal and energy savings.
The final strategy (validated at the full-scale plant) is as follows:
1. If the inflow rate is higher than 0: 120 minutes anoxic,
60 minutes oxic
2. If the inflow rate is 0 (no feeding): 60 minutes anoxic,
90 minutes oxic
3. If the inflow rate changes from 0 to another value: Switch directly
to anoxic operation
4. If the inflow rate changes from a value to 0: Switch directly to
oxic operation
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This study demonstrated that the AC process requires only
minimal, if any, additional capital or infrastructural upgrades,
making it a cost-effective solution to reach nutrient removal
goals. The development of robust, calibrated biological process
model and the development of control strategies for optimizing
the AC process will enable more robust and cost-effective
implementation of the treatment process at this facility.
Mónica de Gracia is a process engineer at the Hernani, Spain,
office of Praxair Inc. (Danbury, Conn.). Randall Marx is a
development specialist and Rafael García is a global market
development manager at the Burr Ridge, Ill., office of Praxair.

DC Water and WEF Launch Development of a
National Green Infrastructure Certification Program
Program will promote a skilled green infrastructure workforce and help support community-based job creation in U.S. cities
DC Water and the Water Environment Federation (WEF) have
signed an agreement to develop a National Green Infrastructure
Certification Program aimed at promoting skilled individuals who
will install, inspect, and maintain green infrastructure (GI) systems.
In addition, the program will help support community-based
job creation in U.S. cities, and establish national standards for
professionals seeking to work on GI projects.
This joint effort will support DC Water’s recently announced
legal agreement to construct large-scale GI to help control
combined sewer overflows (CSOs) in the District of Columbia.
The agreement was an amendment to a 2005 Consent Decree
between DC Water and the District of Columbia, the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency, and the U.S. Department of
Justice, and is the basis for DC Water’s $2.6 billion DC Clean
Rivers Project. In an average year of rainfall, DC Water’s Clean
Rivers Project will decrease the city’s CSO volume by 96 percent
to the area’s primary waterways.
In addition to helping reduce CSOs, GI practices (such as
bioretention or rain gardens, pervious pavement, rain barrels, and
green roofs) can provide triple-bottom-line (environmental, social,
and economic) benefits to the District and other cities nationwide.
DC Water is committed to developing an ambitious local jobs
creation program that includes GI training and certification
opportunities for District residents. DC Water has established a
goal to have 51 percent of new jobs created by the GI project filled
by District residents and will also engage professional service firms
and contractors based in the District for associated projects.
“Today’s agreement with WEF is a critical step forward for DC
Water’s ambitious GI program,” said DC Water CEO and General
Manager George S. Hawkins. “Establishing a national certification
program will ensure DC residents are prepared to work not only
on DC Water projects, but it also positions them to benefit from
the greater GI industry that is growing nationally.”
WEF is helping to support and elevate this effort by developing
a national certification program with DC Water that will meet
international best practice standards. Housed within the WEF
Stormwater Institute, the certification will verify that individuals

performing the installation, inspection, and maintenance of GI
have the required knowledge, skills, and abilities to support longterm performance and sustainability of these systems.
The program components – including a requirement for regular
re-certification – will be developed on an expedited schedule,
with the first certifications being granted in early 2017. To provide
a national perspective on stormwater management needs and
green workforce goals, WEF is seeking partners to join a coalition
of stormwater leaders from across the country. The coalition
will assist with the creation of the program’s vision and guide its
implementation. The coalition currently includes the Milwaukee
Metropolitan Sewerage District, which has partnered with DC
Water and WEF to support similar local goals of developing green
jobs and a skilled workforce to install and maintain GI.
“Stormwater management is a priority for the District of
Columbia and for many cities, not just in the U.S., but all over
the world,” said WEF Executive Director Eileen O’Neill. “It is
increasingly recognized that GI offers an environmentally and
economically beneficial management option. We’re excited to be
working with DC Water and other recognized leaders in stormwater
management to devise a national certification program that will
support the development of a skilled workforce and the creation of
jobs that contribute to sustainable communities.”

WASTEWATER STORAGE
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DAVE ORNDUFF, REGIONAL MANAGER
913.488.2707 | DAVE.ORNDUFF@DNTANKS.COM
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WE KEEP YOU

UP AND RUNNING
JCI Industries, Inc. provides the solutions and service to
keep your wastewater equipment and pumps clog-free and
running smoothly, saving time and money!
Local Presence = Reduced Downtime - JCI’s repair offices in Kansas
City, Joplin, and Jefferson City, along with 24/7 field service ensure your
needs are met efficiently, reducing turn-around time.
Shop Expansion = Enhanced Repair, Service, and Fabrication To better serve our customers, JCI recently expanded the Kansas City
shop to 45,000 square feet, more than double its previous size. This
expansion has increased capacity and work flow, significantly enhancing
repair, service and fabrication capabilities.

Flygt Submersible Pump

Product Guarantee = Energy and Cost Savings - JCI offers Flygt
submersible sewage pumps with a clog-free guarantee and wear
resistance with standard high-chrome Hard-IronTM construction. These
pumps provide energy savings of 25% or more!

1161 SE Hamblen Road • Lee’s Summit, MO 64081 • 1-800-366-7867 • www.jciind.com
JCI Industries, Inc. is an authorized service, warranty, and repair center and distributor for Xylem Flygt pumps for Western Missouri and Kansas for municipal customers.

By Everett L. Gill and T. Houston Flippin, WEF Industrial Wastewater Committee Members

Insight to Refinery
Secondary Clarifier Operation
The relationship between sludge settling and sludge volume index
Operators of refinery wastewater
treatment facilities routinely measure
sludge volume index (SVI), allowing them
to detect deteriorating sludge settling
quality. This test, however, does not
allow the operator to accurately analyze
secondary clarifier performance, including
clarifier capacity and the required return
activated sludge (RAS) flow. A settling
flux analysis is required to predict clarifier
operation, yet the constants required to
generate the settling flux curve are difficult
to develop.
For state-point analyses, settling flux
curves must be representative of the
biomass in the system or use a previously
developed relationship between SVI and
empirical sludge settling parameters (such
as those developed by Daigger and Roper
[1985], Daigger [1995], and Wahlberg and
Keinath [1988/1995]). These relationships
were developed using municipal facilities
with varied industrial contributions. Due
to the inherent differences in the biomass
at both facilities, revised parameters
were created for use in the previously
developed correlations between SVI and
settling parameters for refinery biomass.

Methodology
Zone settling velocities (ZSV) were
obtained from settling column tests and
used to generate empirical sludge settling
constants Vo and K (Vesilind, 1974) at
four separate refineries. The facilities that
contain two sets of data were analyzed
during periods with different biomass
settling characteristics (SVI values).
The columns were large (4- to 5-feet
deep and at least 3 inches in diameter),
mechanically stirred, and water-jacketed
using a submersible pump located in
the effluent lauder to maintain a steady
effluent temperature during the tests.

An example of a settling apparatus is
presented in Figure 1.
The initial solids concentration, Xi, was
varied by dilution with secondary effluent
or concentrated by the addition of return
activated sludge (RAS) or settling. Settling
tests were performed at different mixed
liquor concentrations (Xi) to develop the
empirical parameters Vo and K of the
Vesilind (1974) equation.
(1)

Vs = Vo ∙ e-K∙Xi
Where:
Vs = zone settling velocity (m/hr),
Xi = initial solids concentration (g/L),
and Vo (m/hr) and K (L/g) = sludge
specific parameters.

Figure 1. Typical column test apparatus

A-1
B-1
B-2
C-1
C-2
D-1
D-2

Vo
(m/hr)

K
(L/g)

SVI
(L/g)

10.0
9.3
9.8
11.9
12.5
9.5
15.5

0.50
0.40
0.37
0.36
0.33
0.26
0.35

110
112
112
89
59
113
128

SVI type
1-L unstirred graduated cylinder
1-L unstirred graduated cylinder
1-L unstirred graduated cylinder
1-L unstirred graduated cylinder
1-L unstirred graduated cylinder
1-L unstirred graduated beaker
1-L unstirred graduated beaker

Table 1. Summary of refinery Vesilind and SVI data

α
(L/g)

Β
(L/mL)

δ
(g/mL)

A-1
0.428
0.00062
0.00000
B-1
0.333
0.00057
0.00000
B-2
0.299
0.00060
0.00000
C-1
0.310
0.00057
0.00002
C-2
0.292
0.00057
0.00000
D-1
0.283
0.00056
0.00000
D-2
0.198
0.00052
0.00004
Average
0.306
0.00057
0.000009*
Standard deviation
0.068
0.00003
0.000015
*Outside of mean + standard deviation of original Wahlberg parameters.

ϒ
(m/h)
10.0
9.26
9.79
11.9
12.5
15.5
9.50
11.2*
2.3

Table 2. Wahlberg and Keinath refinery model parameter estimates
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Vo
ln Vo
k1
k2
Refinery-run
(m/h)
(m/h)
(L/g)
(L/g)
A-1
9.97
2.30
0.2383
0.002339
B-1
9.26
2.23
0.1915
0.002339
B-2
9.79
2.28
0.1767
0.001681
C-1
11.86
2.47
0.1951
0.001862
C-2
12.51
2.53
0.2106
0.001946
D-1
15.53
2.74
0.1633
0.001491
D-2
9.46
2.25
0.1262
0.001153
Average
11.196
2.40*
0.18598*
0.001830
Standard deviation
2.283
0.19
0.03567
0.000434
*Outside of mean + standard deviation of original Wahlberg parameters.
Table 3. Daigger refinery model parameter estimates

Solids Flux, kg/m2·day

Original Wahlberg Model Parameters
Revised Wahlberg Model Parameters

(2)

Where:
Gs = settling flux (kg/m2·hr),
Xi = initial solids concentration (g/L),
andVo (m/hr) and K (L/g) = sludge
specific parameters.
The SVI for each test condition was
obtained using a 1-L unstirred settling
apparatus. All SVI values fell within the
range used by Wahlberg and Keinath
(47.9≤SVI≤235) for an SVI performed
in a 1-L graduated cylinder not stirred
(SVIGN). Table 1 summarizes the data.
The empirical model for predicting
setting flux that was developed by
Wahlberg and Keinath for the 1-L SVIGN is
demonstrated in Equation 3.

Where:
Gs = solids flux (kg/m2·d).
Average model parameters α, β, δ,
and ϒ generated for the SVIGN and their
standard deviation was reported
as follows:

Figure 2. Settling flux curves using original and revised Wahlberg and Keinath model parameters

Solids Flux, kg/m2·day

Original Wahlberg Model Parameters
Revised Daigger Model Parameters

Solids Concentration (g/L)
Figure 3. Settling flux curves using original and revised Daigger model parameters

Current

Gs = Vo ∙ Xi ∙ e-KXi

Gs = Xi ∙ ϒ ∙ e^[- δ·SVI - (α+ β ∙ SVI) ∙ Xi] (3)

Solids Concentration (g/L)
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The settling flux, Gs, is defined as the
product of the settling velocity and
solids concentration.
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α = 0.351 ± 0.071 L/g
β = 0.00058 ± 0.00053 L/mL
δ = 0.00602 ± 0.00115 g/mL
ϒ = 18.2 ± 3.2 m/h
Substituting these model parameters into
Equation 3 yields the following:
Gs = Xi ∙ 18.2 ∙ e^[- 0.00602 ∙ SVI (0.351 + 0.00058 ∙ SVI) ∙ Xi] (4)
Using Equation 2, a settling flux curve was
generated for each data set in Table 2 by
plotting Gs as a function of Xi, Vo, and
K. A second flux curve was generated
using Equation 3. The model parameters
α, β, δ, and ϒ were generated for each of
the seven settling runs by adjusting the
four parameters to obtain a minimum of
squared differences between the two
models using the Wahlberg and Keinath
parameters as the starting parameters.
Substituting the revised model
parameters in Equation 3 yields the
following equation presented by Wahlberg
and Keinath:

Revised Wahlberg Model Parameters
Refinery A
Refinery B-1
Refinery B-2

Solids Flux, kg/m2·day

Refinery C-1
Refinery C-2
Refinery D-1
Refinery D-2

Summary and Conclusions
Seven separate model runs using biomass
from refinery wastewater treatment
facilities were used to evaluate the existing
relationships for generating settling flux
curves from SVI data. This comparison
developed revised model parameters for
refinery biomass, as expressed in Equation 5:
Solids Concentration (g/L)

Figure 4. Settling flux curves using refinery-specific derived Wahlberg model parameters and revised
combined model parameters

Gs = Xi ∙ 11.2 ∙ e^[- 0.000009·SVI(0.306 + 0.00057·SVI) ∙ Xi]

(5)

Daigger developed a best-fit relationship
for a combined data set using the
following equation suggested by
Wahlberg (1988).
ln Vs = ln Vo – (k1 + k 2 ∙ SVI) ∙ Xi

(6)

This equation can also be represented as
a settling flux, Gs, by the multiplying the
setting velocity and solids concentration.
Gs = Xi ∙ Vo ∙ e^[-(k1 + k 2 ∙ SVI) ∙ Xi]

(7)

Average model parameters ln Vo,
k1, and k2 generated for the SVI and their
standard deviation was reported
by Daigger:
ln Vo = 1.871 ± 0.546 m/h
k1 = 0.1646 ± 0.0070 L/g
k 2 = 0.001586 ± 0.000546 L/mL
Substituting these model parameters into
Equation 6 yields the following:
ln Vs = 1.871 –
(0.1646 + 0.001586∙SVI) ∙ Xi

Figure 4 presents the individual derived
Wahlberg and Keinath model parameters
plotted at an SVI of 100 mL/g (Table 2) as
well as the combined revised Wahlberg and
Keinath parameters for the same
SVI (Equation 5).
As demonstrated, there is a significant
variation in the settling flux curves generated
for each refinery compared to the
combined parameters.

(8)

Equation 2 was used to generate a settling
flux curve for each data set by plotting Gs
as a function of Xi, Vo, and K. A second
flux curve was generated using Equation
7. The model parameters Vo, k1, and k2
were generated for the seven refinery
runs by adjusting the three parameters to
obtain a minimum of squared differences
between the two models using Daigger’s
original parameters as the starting
parameters. Table 3 demonstrates the
calculated model parameters for each of
the settling test.
Substituting the revised model parameters in Equation 7 yields the following:
ln Vs = 2.40 – (0.1860 + 0.00183∙SVI)∙Xi (9)
A settling flux curve was generated using
the original model parameters and the
revised model parameters generated
with the refinery biomass. Figures 2
and 3 illustrate the flux curve generated
for an SVI of 100 mL/g for the original
and revised Wahlberg and Keinath and
Daigger parameters, respectively.
Both curves indicate the refinery
biomass has greater settling properties
compared to the settling properties the
previous models indicated.

Gs = Xi ∙ 11.2 ∙ e^
[- 0.000009·SVI-(0.306 + 0.00057·SVI) ∙ Xi]
This revised correlation can be used
for better insight on clarifier capacity
and operation at a refinery activated
sludge treatment facility than could be
discerned with prior published correlations.
However, the variation in refinery model
predicted settling flux data and actual
data is significant and warrants careful
consideration when using a correlation.
Everett L. Gill is a supervising engineer at the
Sunrise, Fla., office, and T. Houston Flippin
is a chief engineer at the Nashville office of
Brown and Caldwell (Walnut Creek, Calif.)
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The information provided in this article is designed to be educational. It is not intended to provide any type of professional
advice including without limitation legal, accounting, or engineering. Your use of the information provided here is voluntary
and should be based on your own evaluation and analysis of its accuracy, appropriateness for your use, and any potential risks
of using the information. The Water Environment Federation (WEF), author and the publisher of this article assume no liability
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Evans Enterprises Pump Works Division
www.goevans.com

• Water & Waste Water Engineered Solutions • Water & Waste Water Project Management
• Pump Repair, Sales & Service • Product Sales & Technical Support
• Plant Field Services & Pump Station Rehabs • Electric Motor Rewind, Recondition & Testing
• Compressor Service, Sales & Air Audit • Variable Frequency Drives - Controls - Valves

Variable Frequency Drives, Controls & SCADA Systems

Valves

Self-Priming Pumps & Parts

Vertical Turbines & Packaged Systems
Pumping Aftermarket Solutions

Submersibles, Grinders, Mixing & Process Equipment

Electric/Engine Powered Pump Systems
Vertical Hollow and Solid Shaft

Providing Solutions For the Water & Waste Water Industries

1-855-EVANS03

Call for Papers

Missouri Water Environment Association
2016 Stormwater/Watershed Management Conference
and Water For People Golf Tournament
Columbia, Missouri | September 19-20, 2016
Courtyard by Mattiott
(3301 LeMone Industrial Blvd, Columbia, MO 65201 Phone: 573-443-8000)

You are invited to submit a presentation abstract for the annual MWEA Stormwater and Watershed
Management Conference to be held September 19-20, 2016, in Columbia, Missouri.
PRESENTATION TOPICS Presentation should support one of the following topics:
•
•
•
•
•

Stormwater Ordinances
Inspections and Enforcement
Regulatory and Legal (audits, permitting, TMDL, etc.)
Funding a Stormwater Program
Monitoring

•
•
•
•
•

Integrated Planning
BMP Operations and Maintenance
Public Education and Involvement
Watershed Management and Planning
Other relevant stormwater topics

PRESENTATION CRITERIA Presentations will be selected based on the following criteria:
•
•
•
•

Thoroughness of subject matter and proposal
Originality of materials
Quality of learning objectives
Appeal to a broad spectrum of attendees

The deadline for consideration is Friday, July 22, 2016.
Please complete the following form and mail or scan it along with a brief presentation abstract and speaker Bio to:
Michele Gremminger | City of O’Fallon | 100 N. Main St, O’Fallon MO 63366 | mgremminger@gmail.com

Name: 						Phone/Fax: 		Email:
Title/Job Function: 								Member of MWEA?
Business/Org. Name:
Address:
Title of Presentation:

Please Attach Brief Presentation Abstract (~1 Page, Note Presentations Will Likely be 30 Minutes in Length)
Please Attach Brief Bio of Presenter (~1/4 Page)
Note: A future e-mail blast will include conference registration information
www.mwea.org
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